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Output File Format Options in Brackets 

When you are looking at the OUTPUT FILE FORMAT OPTIONS screen in DataExpress, notice 
that some of the listings are encased in brackets [ ]. What does this mean? It means that this 
option is not installed or available to you.  
 
Also, you can enter a "0" (zero) at the prompt on this screen to select special options like 
comma or tab delimited formats.  
 

 
 

Splitting Last and First Name Field 

Print these instructions and follow the step-by-step instructions for using the attached Minisoft 
scripts to assist you in splitting the STU-NAME field into last name, first name, and middle initial. 

Part I.  Saving the Minisoft scripts to your desktop 

Minisoft script #1 LAST-NAME        Minisoft script #2 FIRST-MIDDLE 

1. Click once on the LAST-NAME link (above).  
A temporary view of the script is displayed in the browser window. 

2. From the Menu Bar in the upper left corner, click File  
3. From the drop-down menu, click Send  
4. From the pop-up menu, click Shortcut to Desktop  
5. Click the Back button to return to these instructions.  
6. Repeat steps 1-4 for the second link - the FIRST-MIDDLE script.  

Part II.  Running the scripts to split the STU-NAME field in DataExpress 

1. In DataExpress, select the SM database, STU-D data set, and STU-NAME field. 
As you create your DataExpress procedure, the script will reference field numbers, so it 
is very important to start out by selecting only the STU-NAME field, which will become 
Field 1 in the working set. Only after running the scripts to split the name should you add 
more fields and files to your DataExpress working set. 
Once the front end of the DataExpress procedure has been created and only the STU-
NAME field has been selected, you should be at the Add More Fields Or Files (N/y) 
prompt.  

2. In the upper left corner of the Minisoft screen, click File  

3. Click Run A Script 
A new window called Open is displayed.  

4. In the Look-in field, click the drop-down arrow.  

5. Click Desktop to view all files and folders on your desktop.  

http://www.sbctc.edu/resources/documents/colleges-staff/it-support/db-reporting/last-name.s92
http://www.sbctc.edu/resources/documents/colleges-staff/it-support/db-reporting/first-middle.s92
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6. Double-click on the LAST-NAME file. 
The script will be launched and will run very quickly on your PC screen. It will place a 
new field called LAST-NAME in your working set (Field 2). 
 
When the LAST-NAME script is finished running, you will be at the New Field Name 
prompt of DataExpress. 

7. In the upper left corner of the Minisoft screen, click File again.  

8. Click Run A Script again. 
The window called Open is displayed again.  

9. In the Look-in field, click the drop-down arrow.  

10. Click Desktop to view all files and folders on your desktop 

11. Double-click on the FIRST-MIDDLE file. 
The script will be launched and will run very quickly on your PC screen. It will place four 
more fields in your working set. 
 
When the FIRST-MIDDLE script is finished running, you will be at the Add More Fields 
Or Files (N/y) prompt. At this point, you may add more fields or files to the procedure.  

Note 1:  Separating the first name and middle initial takes a few computations, so you will end 
up with a couple of intermediary fields. You'll easily recognize them. The fields to include in your 
output are LAST-NAME, FIRST-NAME, MIDDLE-INI.  

Note 2:  If a student has something other than a conventional last name, first name, and middle 
initial in the SM database, the middle name will appear as a blank.  

 

Help 
 

Did you know that there is online help available in DataExpress? With the 1.90-5 version of 
DataExpress that was implemented in May of 1999 came a new indexed help component. You 
can also get help at any prompt in DataExpress or with any item in a menu. Here's how to get 
help: 

Indexed Help 

The indexed help is a great resource if you are new to DataExpress or if you need a refresher. 
You will find information on how to respond to prompts, general topics, and errors. The first 45 
pages are good general help on navigating your way through DataExpress. To get to Indexed 
Help, do the following: 

1. From the DataExpress Main Menu, click on F6 (INFO). 
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2. Click on F4 (INDEXED HELP).  

This will produce a Table of Contents on your screen. You can either page forward by clicking 
the F1 key, or you can jump directly to any page by typing that page number and pressing 
Return. 

Online Help 

Two levels of on-line help are provided while running DataExpress. At any prompt, you can 
enter the following: 

? A single question mark to display a brief help message 

The message displayed is not particularly detailed, but should point you in the right direction. 
For example, if you are at the ENTER DATA FIELD SELECTION prompt and you type a 
question mark (?), the message displayed will read: 

Enter the numbers associated with the fields above that you want to be able to include in your 
output file; separate these numbers by commas. 

?? Double question marks to display a more detailed help message 

The message displayed when entering the double question marks is sometimes the text found 
under the corresponding subject in the Indexed Help. The response received by typing double 
question marks is more specific and will frequently list examples or valid options. For example, if 
you are at the ENTER DATA FIELD SELECTION prompt and you type ?? the message 
displayed will read: 

Enter Data Field Selection [ ] 

Enter the numbers associated with the data fields shown in the menu that you want to be able to 
include in your output file, or use for sorting, summary, selection, or computation. The field 
numbers can be entered in any order separated by commas. If all of them cannot fit into the 
entry space then end it with a comma to get a continuation prompt. You may also enter ALL (to 
use all of the menu data fields) or a range list (for example, 2/7). 

 

Hiding a Column: Report Designer 

Did you know that you can use ReportDesigner in DataExpress to remove a column from the 
output of your report? And, yes…you can put it back later! 

Follow these steps to REMOVE a column (field): 

1. Run your DataExpress procedure and be sure to specify the output file format as Report 
Listing. 
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2. At the List Report On Printer (N/y)? prompt, type N to view the output on your PC 
screen. 

3. Press Return at the Page Parts, Multi-Line Or Truncate (Pm/t)? prompt. The report data 
will now display on your screen. 

4. Press F7 Design Report to activate the ReportDesigner mode. Notice that each column 
is now numbered under each column heading. 

5. Press F7 Field Edit. 

6. At the Edit Field Number prompt, type the column number that corresponds to the 
column that you wish to hide (7 for this example). Notice that the highlight bar moves to 
the column specified (again, 7 for this example) and the Edit Field Number prompt 
remains, allowing the selection of a different column. 

7. Press F1 for Move Field. 

8. Press F3 for Remove. Notice that the selected column has been removed. 
Repeat steps 6 through 8 for any other columns that you wish to remove. 

9. Press F7 for Escape to Return to the main field edit options. 

10. Press F8 for Exit to exit the field edit mode. 

11. Press F8 again to Exit ReportDesigner. 

12. Press F8 again to Exit. 

13. At the Reuse Extract File (N/y) prompt, type N. 

14. At the Save Report Format (Y/n) prompt, type Y to save the changes you just made in 
ReportDesigner. 

15. Follow the usual prompts to save your report.  

There are two methods for reinstating the removed columns (fields) from above. The first option 
simply restores the hidden columns. The second option restores the columns and undoes any 
previously made ReportDesigner changes. 

Option 1 

Complete these steps to restore hidden columns (fields) from above: 

1. Run your DataExpress procedure and be sure to specify the output file format as Report 
Listing. 

2. At the List Report On Printer (N/y) prompt, type N to view the output on your PC screen. 

3. Press Return at the Page Parts, Multi-Line Or Truncate (Pm/t)? prompt. The report data 
is displayed on your screen. 
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4. Press F7 (Design Report) to activate the ReportDesigner mode. Notice that each column 
is now numbered under each column heading. 

5. Press F7 (Field Edit). 

6. Press F1 (Move Field). 

7. Press F6 (Default). Notice that all previously hidden columns are now reinstated.  

8. Press F7 (Escape) to return to the main field options. 

9. Press F8 (Exit) to exit the field edit mode. 

10. Press F8 again to exit ReportDesigner. 

11. Press F8 again to exit. 

12. At the Reuse Extract File (N/y) prompt, type N. 

13. At the Save Report Format ((Y/n) prompt, type Y to save the changes you just made in 
ReportDesigner. 

14. Follow the usual prompts to save your report. 

Option 2 

Complete these steps to reinstate the removed columns (fields) from above: 

Note: The following steps will remove ALL changes made in ReportDesigner. 

1. From the DataExpress Main Menu, type 4 to select Maintain and Existing Procedure. 

2. From the Maintain Menu, type 2 to select Modify Procedure Definitions. 

3. At the Modify Name prompt, type your procedure name followed by a comma and the 
number 2. Example: TESTPROC,2 
 
Note: The ,2 might extend beyond the prompt length. That's OK! 

4. Depending on the location of your procedure, respond accordingly to the Modify Entry 
From Local Catalog (Y/n)? prompt. Hint: Usually this is Y (yes). 

5. At the Modify Menu, type 8 to select End Procedure Modification. 

6. Follow the prompts to save your procedure. Be sure to purge the old entry to accept the 
change to remove the ReportDesigner changes. 
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Changing Date Appearances: YYMMDD to MMDDYY 

Did you know that you can easily change the display of a YYMMDD date field to appear as 
MMDDYY in your DataExpress report? There are a couple of ways to do this. You can either do 
this in ReportDesigner or you can edit the field attributes.  

The following examples assume that you have already added the YYMMDD date subtype to 
your date field when creating your DataExpress procedure. See the two examples below: 

Example 1 

In Report Designer: 

1. Run your DataExpress procedure. The output should be a report listing to your screen. 

2. At the List Report on Printer (N/y)? prompt, type N and press Return. 
You will now see the output of your report on your PC screen. 

3. Click F7 for Design Report. 

4. Click F7 for Field Edit. 

5. At the Edit Field Number prompt, type the number that corresponds with the date field 
and press Return. In the example below, you would type 2 to change the FIFTH-DAY 
field.  

Report Listing  
YRQ FIFTH DAY FIRST DAY 
-[1]-+----------[2]--+----+--------[3]-+----+----+----+----+- 
9014        910405       040191 
9341        930625       062193 
9342        930924       092093 
9343        940107       010394 
9344        940401       032894 
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+- 
               PAGE-FORWARD/EXIT (F/e)?  
          
                      EDIT FIELD NUMBER 2 

 
You'll see that the field selected is now highlighted and the Edit Field Number prompt 
remains on the screen. 

6. Click F6 for Prompt Mode. 

7. Press Return through all prompts until you get to Date Display Format. 

8. At the Date Display Format prompt, type MMDDYY and press Return. 
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9. At the Date Separator () prompt, either press Return for no separator, type a slash (/), or 
a dash (-) to add a separator (for example, 02/12/99 or 02-12-99). 

10. Press Return through the remaining prompts until you get back to the Edit Field Number 
prompt. 

11. You can now repeat the above steps to change the display of any other date fields that 
you wish to have appear as MMDDYY.  

Note: This also works for changing the appearance to any of the valid date subtypes (for 
example, YYMM, MMDD, YY, and so on). 

Example 2 

Editing the Field Attributes 

Note: This process will not work if you have made any ReportDesigner modifications to your 
procedure before doing this. If you use this method, do this first and then make other desired 
ReportDesigner changes afterward. 

1. From the Main Menu in DataExpress, type 4 to select Maintain an Existing Procedure. 

2. From the Maintain Menu, type 2 to select Modify Procedure Definitions. 

3. At the Modify Name prompt, type the name of your procedure. 

4. Respond accordingly to the Modify Entry from Local Catalog (Y/n) prompt. 
 
Note: Most procedures are in your local catalog. 

5. From the Modify Menu, type 1 to select Edit Names and Attributes. 

6. From the Edit menu, type 4 to select Field Names and Definitions. You will now see a list 
of field names contained in your procedure. 

7. At the Enter Data Field Selection prompt, type the corresponding menu number for the 
date field you wish to edit. 

8. Press Return until you get to the Date Display Format prompt. Type MMDDYY and press 
Return. 
 
Note: If you did not get this prompt, then you have not defined a date subtype for this 
field. 

9. At the Date Separator () prompt, either press Return for no separator or type a slash (/) 
or a dash (-) to add a separator (for example, 02/12/99 or 02-12-99). 
This will take you back out to the Edit menu. Either repeat the process for other fields 
you wish to change or return and save the changes 
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Employee PIN Numbers 

Because of security and privacy issues, Employee PIN Numbers are not accessible using 
DataExpress. If you attempt to write a DataExpress procedure that uses the EMP-PIN-D 
dataset, the following error message will be displayed: 

ERROR: DATA SET NONEXISTENT OR INACCESSIBLE (IMAGE -21,EMP-PIN-D) 

 

$TODAY: 8 Character to 6 Character 

Did you know that with version 1.90-5 of DataExpress, the built in function $TODAY now returns 
an eight-character date (includes century) instead of a six-character date?  

There may be times when it is necessary to change this back to a six-character date. A common 
reason would be for use in the creation of a calculated field (like AGE) where you are comparing 
two dates ($TODAY and BIRTH-DATE) and they must be of the same format. Another reason 
might be when specifying selection criteria that compares two date fields ($TODAY and another 
date field) to extract only certain records. Refer to the tip on comparison fields. 

This explanation assumes that you have defined your working set by selecting all 
databases/datasets/data elements that you wish to use in your procedure. Here's how to add 
$TODAY (today's date) to your procedure and change it to a six-character field: 

1. At the ADD ANY COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)? prompt, type Y and press Return. 

2. At the NEW FIELD NAME prompt, type a field name for the new date field that you are 
about to create, for example, TODAYS-DATE. Press Return. 

3. At the COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION prompt, type $TODAY. Press Return. 

4. At the DATA TYPE(DY) prompt, type an ampersand (&) to define the six- character date 
subtype. Press Return. 

5. At the DATE SUBTYPE prompt, type YYMMDD. Press Return. 

6. At the FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (8) prompt, change the length of the field by typing 6. 
Press Return. 

7. At the OCCURRENCE COUNT (1) press Return to maintain the default.  

When you press Return again at the NEW FIELD NAME prompt, the six-character TODAYS-
DATE field will now appear as part of your working set.  
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Note: This is a change in method from the old way of extracting specific characters from a date. 
Example Computation the old way: 1[3:6] which looks at field 1 of your working set and starts at 
the 3rd character and extracts 6 characters. 

 

Printing Landscape in DataExpress 

When using a laser jet printer, it is possible to print DataExpress reports with a landscape 
orientation (as opposed to portrait). This one is a bit tricky because it can vary from PC to PC. 
But generally speaking, the actual change to print landscape is done on your printer itself.  

Most of you have reported that you use some sort of HP DeskJet printer. There is typically a set 
of configuration parameters on the printer menu. One of the options is orientation. Some 
printers have a "dial" setting for orientation.  

On the DataExpress side, it is necessary to change the printer page width and depth to coincide 
with the landscape setting. Follow these steps to change the settings in DataExpress: 

1. Type an exclamation point (!) at any DataExpress prompt or menu. This will provide a 
menu entitled "Set configuration options." 

2. Select option 3: Display format parameters. 

3. On the "Display format parameters" screen, select option 3: Print page width.  

4. At the Print Page Width prompt, type 250 and press Return.  

5. Now select option 4: Print page depth.  

6. At the Print Page Depth prompt, type 40 and press Return.  

7. Exit back to your normal DataExpress functions/menus.  

Note: Depending on your printer, you may have to play around with the width and depth 
settings. Try setting the width (characters across the page) to a large number (like 250) to get 
the maximum print. Then, if necessary, adjust columns in ReportDesigner to fit the page. 

The settings noted above will revert back to the default settings when you exit DataExpress.  

 

Downloading to Microsoft Access to Create Mailing Labels 

Did you know that you can download name and address information from DataExpress to use in 
Microsoft Access to create mailing labels? This is really slick. After using Word mail merges to 
create labels from either Excel or Word files, I rate this method far and above in ease and 
speed.  
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You can do this with any DataExpress procedure you have that contains the desired cohort with 
their names and addresses (or just names for file folder labels!). Let’s say, for example, that you 
have a class roster kind of report that includes student's names and addresses as well as their 
class information. You can use this report to select a specific group of students to mail 
something to. 

1. Run your DataExpress procedure. 

2. Be sure to select option 29 (dBase DBF format) for your output file format. 

3. Once DataExpress has extracted your data, you will be prompted:  
DOWNLOAD/SAVE/APPEND file (D/s/a)? Press Return to select the "D" default for 
download. 

4. At the PC filename prompt, type the file path followed by an eight character name. For 
this example, the file will be downloaded to a 3½" floppy on the A: drive. So, at the PC 
filename prompt, you would type A:\LABELS. Press Return. 

5. A file transfer window will appear on your screen as your records are read and 
downloaded. 

6. Once downloaded, the message "Download Completed" will appear and you will be 
prompted to REUSE EXTRACT FILE (N/y)?. At this point, it is best not to respond to the 
prompt and to minimize the window you are working in….just in case you wish to come 
back later and reuse this file. 

7. Open MS Access. Again, you will either need to minimize the DataExpress window, click 
the Access icon, or click on Start, Programs, Applications, Access. This may vary 
depending on how your PC is set up.  

In Access 

8. When Access launches, you will first see a window that gives you three options: 
- Blank Database 
- Database Wizard 
- Open an Existing Database (with a list of available databases underneath). 
The first time you do this, you'll need to select Blank Database. In the future, once 
you've created a database, you can Open an Existing Database.  

9. Click OK. 

10. The File New Database window will open. Under filename, type Labels, or whatever 
you'd like to call your database. (This step will be skipped if you Open an Existing 
Database).  

11. Click Create. 

12. You should now be back at the main Access window. You will see a working window in 
the center of your screen. The window should have the title Labels: Database at the top 
and tabs within that read Tables, Queries, Forms, Reports, Macros, Modules. Click the 
Tables tab to activate. 
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13. At the very top of the Access window, click on FILE. 

14. Click on GET EXTERNAL DATA. 

15. Click on IMPORT… on the submenu that appears. An import window will launch.  

16. IMPORTANT! At the bottom of the import window, change the files of type to one of the 
dBASE formats (dBASE III, dBASE IV, or dBASE V). Makes no difference which one. 

17. Now find your file by using the Look in selection. Because you used A:\ for this example, 
you will click the drop-down at the Look in prompt and find A:. So…follow the path that 
you defined when you did the download! 

18. Once you find your file, simply click on it once and then click the IMPORT button at the 
right of the window. You will get a message that says your file was successfully 
imported.  

19. Click OK. 

20. Close the import window. Your downloaded Labels file will now appear as a table in your 
database. 

21. Click the Reports tab. 

22. Click the New button. 

23. Click once on Label Wizard. 

24. In the same window, click the drop-down list and select your Labels table. 

25. Click OK. 

26. On the first window of the labels wizard, select the type of labels you will be printing on. 
The standard three across/ten down sheet of labels is Avery #5160. Make sure English 
and Sheet are selected. Click NEXT.  
 
Note: These settings will become your default for the next time you do this! 

27. On the next window (again…these will become your defaults), set up the font 
characteristics. I generally use a font size of 10 and normal weight. Click NEXT. 

28. Now comes the fun part!  
 
On the prototype window, design what you want your labels to look like. In this case, you 
have a list of fields including class information. You only want names and addresses. 
So…scroll down the list, click on NAME and click the > to move it to your label prototype. 
Then, press Return to move to the next line of your label. Now click on STREET-
ADDRESS, >, press Return.  
 
On the last line, click on CITY, >, type a comma (,), press the space bar to add a space, 
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click on STATE, >, press your space bar again, click on ZIP, >. This will put CITY, ST 
ZIP all on one line. Click NEXT. 

29. Click on the field you want to sort your labels by. Depending on what you're using them 
for, this may be name or perhaps ZIP code. Click the > to select the field as the sort. You 
can have sub-sorts if you wish. Click NEXT. 

30. If you want to name this report something specific, type the name at the "What name 
would you like for your report?" prompt. If you are doing many sets of labels, this is 
helpful. For instance, you may want to call one list of labels "Class Opening 
Notifications" and another "Evening Music Event", and so on, to detail what the mailing is 
for. 

31. Click FINISH! Your finished labels will now appear on your screen. 

32. Put your label paper in the printer and click the print icon.  

While these instructions look long and tedious, the whole process takes about three 
minutes once you get used to it. It works great! 

 

Array Fields 

In our databases, we have a number of fields that are referred to as array fields. An array field is 
one that may contain more than one occurrence of the field in each record.  For example, in the 
POS-M dataset (table), there is a field called POS-DEPT (position department). This field is a 
data type 3X. The "3" located prior to the X (any ASCII character string) tells you that there may 
be up to 3 occurrences. In other words, a position number may have up to 3 departments.  

To select a specific occurrence of a repeating field, you can create a computational field that 
extracts one of the occurrences. Or, you can create a field that shows all occurrences in 
succession. If you do not create a computational field that separates the occurrences, 
DataExpress will return the value of the first occurrence. 

For the purpose of this example, let's say you are working with the array field POS-DEPT, which 
is a 3X. The first set of computations below demonstrates how to break the occurrences apart 
into three separate fields—one for each occurrence. The last example shows how to create one 
field that shows all three occurrences. 

Example 1: Three Separate Fields (one for each occurrence) 

Working Set 
Define Output Specifications 

-------------------- 
1. POS-DEPT 
-------------------- 
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At the ADD ANY COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)? prompt, type Y 

NEW FIELD NAME POS-DEPT-1 

COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION 1[1]  
The first "1" references the field POS-DEPT. The second "1" specifies first occurrence. 

DATA TYPE (X) press Return to accept default 

FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (6) press Return to accept default 

------------------------- 

NEW FIELD NAME POS-DEPT-2 

COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION 1[2]  
The first "1" references the field POS-DEPT. The "2" specifies second occurrence. 

DATA TYPE (X) press Return to accept default 

FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (6) press Return to accept default 

------------------------- 

NEW FIELD NAME POS-DEPT-3 

COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION 1[3]  
The first "1" references the field POS-DEPT. The "3" specifies third occurrence. 

DATA TYPE (X) press Return to accept default 

FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (6) press Return to accept default 

--------------------- 

Once you press Return, the three fields will be added to your working set for use in your 
DataExpress procedure. 

Example 2: Creating One Field That Display's All Three Occurrences 

Working Set 
Define Output Specifications 

-------------------- 
2. POS-DEPT 
-------------------- 

At the ADD ANY COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)? prompt, type Y 
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NEW FIELD NAME POS-DEPT-ALL 

COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION "1-" + 1[1] + "2-" + 1[2] + "3-" + 1[3]  
The 1-,2-,3- are used as separators. You may omit the separators or use whatever you like here. 

DATA TYPE (X) press Return to accept default 

FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (24) press Return to accept default 
This calculation will result in a single field containing all three occurrences. It will something like this:  

        POS-DEPT-ALL 
1-02010 2-   3- 
1-02000 2-   3- 
1-02000 2-03040 3-01000 

Note that in the first two records there is only one occurrence. Therefore, blank spaces appear next to the 
2- and 3-.  

------------------------- 

Special Consideration 

Again, if you choose not to separate an array field, DataExpress will return the first occurrence 
by default. If you select dbf format as your output file format for use in Access, you will 
encounter an error when downloading. You must first separate the occurrences using one of the 
methods described above. 

 

More on Date Subtypes 

When and how to should date subtypes be added? If you write DataExpress procedures, this 
does affect you! So here are some points of clarification: 

• The latest release of DataExpress (v1.90-5)—that all colleges are now using—contains 
a definable century delimiter. The century delimiter is a system parameter that is set at 
20 by SBCTC-ITD.  

• Once the century delimiter is set at 20, any date field used in a DataExpress procedure 
that has a date subtype defined will reference the century delimiter and respond as 
follows:  

If the date is within the range of 20/01/01 to 99/12/31 (yymmdd) it will be interpreted as 
1920/01/01 to 1999/12/31. 
 
If the date is within the range of 00/01/01 to 19/12/31 (yymmdd) it will be interpreted as 
2000/01/01 to 2019/12/31.  
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So…the century delimiter looks at the YY part and says "Any yy that is 20 to 99 will be 
1920 to 1999. Any YY that is 00 to 19 will be 2000 to 2019." In both cases, the dates 
with date subtypes will now sort, select and calculate properly beyond year 2000. 

• Date subtypes were added to existing cataloged procedures in the year 2000 by the 
running of a utility called DXDATER.   

• When developing DataExpress procedures that contain date fields, you must apply a date 
subtype to each date field used for sorting, filtering, or computation.  Without the proper date 
subtype identifier, your procedure may not return accurate results.   

TO ADD A DATE SUBTYPE in Create or Edit mode: 

o With the data element working set displayed for the procedure in DataExpress: 
 EDIT FIELD DEFINITIONS (N/y)?   Y 
 ENTER A FIELD NUMBER  Enter the field number corresponding to a 

date field in your working set. 
 DATA TYPE (J+)   &  (note data type will vary depending on field 

selected.  Type ampersand. 
 DATE/TIME SUBTYPE  Enter the date configuration as it appears in the 

database.  Most typically, this will be YYMMDD for a 6 character date and 
YYMM for a 4 character date.  

o Repeat for each date field in the working set. 

 

Adding Blank Lines After Total and Subtotal Lines  

Did you know that you can add blank lines after total and subtotal lines in the output of your 
DataExpress report? Here's what you do: 

1. When you run your DataExpress procedure, press Return to apply a run-time option or 
choose the output file format option of 1 - Report Listing. This will allow you to view the 
output on your screen and make ReportDesigner changes.  

2. At the LIST REPORT ON PRINTER N/y? prompt, press Return to select the default of N 
(no). 

3. Once you are looking at the procedure output on your screen, press F7 DESIGN 
REPORT. 

4. Click on Field Edit to launch the field edit mode. 

5. Type the appropriate field number. This must be a sort field! 

6. Press MORE KEYS [F7] two times until GROUP EDIT displays for the [F2] function key.  

7. Choose one of the following:  
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PAGE SKIP [F1] generates a page break before printing the first value of the 
next sort item. 

DOUBLE SKIP [F2] inserts two blank lines after the subtotal line for this group. 

LINE SKIP [F3] inserts one blank line after the subtotal line for this group. 

If you try this and it doesn't work but you think it should, make sure you are using a sort field 
selection. Or, you may have previously made a number of ReportDesigner changes that are 
preventing this from working. To remove ReportDesigner settings: 

1. From the main DataExpress menu, do a MAINTAIN procedure. 

2. Then, MODIFY procedure. 

3. Type in the procedure name followed by comma 2 (NAME,2). This may go outside the 
prompt field—that's OK! Press Return. 

4. Y or n to local catalog questions…as usual. 

5. On the next menu, simply select END procedure modification.  

6. Now go through the remaining SAVE prompts and purge the existing procedure.  

This will remove the old ReportDesigner settings and you can try the page break/line inserts 
again. 

 

Troubles with Downloading 

If you are trying to download information extracted by DataExpress but not getting the usual 
D/s/a Download/save/append prompt anymore, it could be a configuration setting problem. If 
you are getting a message that reads "Download Will Begin In Two Seconds" and your data just 
scrolls on your screen, you can fix this problem by checking and changing some settings 
yourself. 

There are a couple of things to check. First, while in DataExpress, on the MiniSoft menu at the 
top of your screen, click HELP*. A drop-down window will appear. Click on the first option, About 
MiniSoft 92 For Windows… In the window that appears on your screen, read the top line and 
look at the version number. You should be running MiniSoft version 4.3 32 bit or higher. If you 
are not running something higher than 4.3 (4.0, for example), please contact your college 
computing department and request an upgraded version. If they do not have an upgraded 
version in house, they can contact the SBCTC-ITD Customer Support Line and we will make 
sure they get one. 
 
*This applies to MiniSoft users only. Reflections should be version 7.0 or higher! 
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If your version is OK, the next setting to check is your configuration parameters. This is easy 
and you can do it yourself. Again, while in DataExpress, click on the MiniSoft option at the top of 
your screen entitled CONFIG. From the drop-down menu that appears, click on Special. In the 
configuration window that appears on your screen, look at the 9 character and 14 character 
serial numbers. They should read as follows: 

9 char MS92 BEST (space between MS92 and BEST) 

14 char W01-700i123456 (the 0's are zeros. The "W" must be upper case) 

If your numbers do not look like this, change them and click OK. 

Next, click on CONFIG again and, from the drop-down menu, click File Transfer.  
Toward the bottom of the window that pops up, there will be a field entitled Host Program Name. 
It should read as follows: 

WS92LINK.PUB.SYS 

Change yours if necessary and click OK. 

If you made any of the changes above, you must then click CONFIG, then Save from the drop-
down menu. Then exit DataExpress and log back into DataExpress and attempt your download.  

 

Wildcards and Comparison Operators 

Reminder: DataExpress does not always respond accurately to the combination of the wildcard 
combined with comparison operators for selection criteria.  

For example: Selecting a range of dates like 99@ TO 03@ might result in output of only the first 
year (99) noted. It is best to type the entire range: 990101 TO 031231.  

 

Comparison Fields  

Did you know that you can select records in DataExpress by comparing two fields? This is done 
by specifying one field number with pre-defined selection and entering the comparison field 
number preceded by a dollar sign ($) as the selection value. For example, you may want to 
compare YRQ-ACT-STRT to YRQ-PLAN-STRT where you extract only those records whose 
YRQ-ACT-STRT is greater than YRQ-PLAN-STRT. EXAMPLE: This example assumes you 
have selected your working set and you are now ready to define the output specifications.  

DataExpressCenter 
Define output specifications 
------------------------------------------------------- 
    1: SID 3: YRQ-ACT-STRT 
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2: STU-NAME 4: YRQ-PLAN-STRT 
------------------------------------------------------- 
              INCLUDE IN OUTPUT 1,2,3,4 
                        SORT BY 1 
                   SUMMARIZE BY 
 SUPPRESS DETAIL RECORDS (N/y)? 
                      SELECT BY 3P  
(Note: The field number followed by a "P" pre-defines 
 and embeds the selection parameters) 
ENTER SELECTION VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING DATA FIELDS: 
                   YRQ-ACT-STRT GT $4  
           (The dollar sign ($) denotes a comparison) 
ARE THE SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT (Y/n)? Y 

Explanation  

SELECT BY 
OPERATOR  

the first field number in the comparison followed by the letter "P" to indicate 
pre-defined selection. You may use any one of the standard field comparison 
operators. No operator defaults to equal. 

$FIELD # 
 
is the field number of the field to which the pre-defined field is being 
compared. 

Special Consideration  

• Except for fields with date attributes, fields must be of the same data type and storage 
lengths.  

• More than one pre-defined selection field may be specified, each with its own 
comparison field.  

• Calculations are not supported after the operator, but you may perform any desired 
calculations in a computed field and then compare the first field to the computed field.  

• Range notation is not supported; ie. [YRQ $4 to $5] is not allowed.  
• Comparisons may be combined with other standard selection criteria; ie. [YRQ GT 9671 

AND $4] is allowed.  
• Functions such as $TODAY can be placed in computed fields and then be compared to 

any other data field.  

More information from Ellen Hoffman:  

When I first learned the tip about comparing fields (at a CIS training session about two years 
ago), it was something I had been asking about for years! It had existed, but most folks didn't 
know about it. Kelly is right - it's wonderful! It means you can essentially connect two data sets 
using multiple links rather than just one, and you can essentially do a secondary link to a field 
that is not a key field. I use it especially when linking something like STU-CLASS-D to TRAN-
CLASS-D to make sure the YRQ and the ITEM both match. It used to take multiple passes or 
procedures - now it takes only one!  

When debugging a procedure, you have to remember that you used this feature, because it can 
be pretty subtle when it's listed in Procedure Review under SELECTED BY. You're not used to 
looking at the right hand column for anything but data type and length, or for a description of a 
computational field; but in this case the right hand column lists the name of the field compared 
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to. It can tell you if you have accidentally typed in the wrong field number or something so that 
you are actually comparing to the wrong field. At least I've had that happen! And I can be 
stumped in debugging until I remember to look at those comparison fields under SELECTED 
BY.  

 

Adding Back the Slashes to Date Subtyped Fields 

Did you know that with the new version of DataExpress (V1.90-5), you can still add slashes (/) 
and dashes (-) to dates fields that have a defined date subtype? You may have noticed that 
when you add a date subtype to a field, the edit mask disappears. Here's how to add slashes 
and dashes back in:  

Assume you have written a DataExpress procedure that contains a date field for which you have 
defined the date subtype as YYMMDD. The output will default to a 6 digit field with no slashes 
or dashes (ex: 990627 for June 27, 1999). To add slashes (99/06/27) or dashes (99-06-27) to 
the field in the report, first save your report and then follow these steps:  

1. From the Main Menu of DataExpress, type 4, to select the Maintain and Existing 
Procedure option. Press return.  

2. At the Maintain and Existing Procedure menu, type 2 to Modify Procedure Definitions. 
Press return.  

3. At the Modify Name prompt, type the name of the procedure. Press return.  
4. At Modify Procedure <Name> menu, type 1, Edit Names and Attributes. Press return.  
5. At the Edit Names and Attributes menu, type 4, Field Names and Definitions. Press 

return.  
6. You will now see a screen that contains all of the field names in your procedure working 

set. Follow the example below to complete the remaining prompts:  

FIELD names and definitions 
----------------------------------------------------- 
1: EMP-ID                    3: JOB-BEG 
2: POS-NUM                   4: JOB-END 
----------------------------------------------------- 
ENTER DATA FIELD SELECTION  3  (enter corresponding 
field # that you wish to change) 
 3: JOB-BEG (JOB-BEG) 
 (Note: most prompts are left blank) 
                  MENU name 
                ACTUAL name 
              DATA TYPE(X&) 
       DATE SUBTYPE(YYMMDD) 
   FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (6) 
   FIELD DISPLAY LENGTH (6)   
       OCCURRENCE COUNT (1) 
                              [ ] 
         FIELD ENTRY PROMPT 
                              [ ] 
              FIELD HEADING 
         DATE DISPLAY FORMAT  YYMMDD (specify the date  
                                      format) 
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          DATE SEPARATOR ( )  /  (enter a valid  
                                  separator - slash or  
                                  dash) 

Press return and you will be taken back to the previous menu. Return until you are asked to 
save the modified entry.  

 

Continuation Lines: When You Need More Room to Enter Criteria 

Here's a quick tip! Did you know that you can get a continuation line to enter more selection 
criteria in DataExpress by ending the prompt entries with a comma? This is very helpful when 
you have many field numbers to enter for output or if you have multiple entries for a specific 
selection criteria. This is also great when selecting many data fields. This option is available for 
all selection menu prompts. 

Below is an example of how it would look when selecting multiple fields for a working set. 

Note also in this example the slash (/) between the numbers 30 and 33. This allows you to 
select a range of consecutive numbers, for example: 30,31,32,33 

 DataExpressCenter 
 Data fields in DETAIL data set STU-D 1 of 2 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  1:*ABBR-LAST-NAME       17: CUM-GPA              33: STU-ZIP  
  2: ACAD-DISAD-IND       18: CUM-GPA-CR           34: OPT-1  
  3: ADM-NUM              19: ECON-DISAD-IND       35: OPT-2  
  4: ADM-STAT             20: ETH-ORIG             36: PLAN-TO-GRAD  
  5: ADV-ID               21: FEE-PAY-STAT         37: PREV-COL-1  
  6: APP-RCPT-DATE        22: HI-SCHL              38: PREV-COL-GRAD-1  
  7: BA-GRAD              23: HI-SCHL-GRAD         39: PREV-COL-TRAN-1  
  8: BRANCH               24: HI-SCHL-LAST-YR      40: PREV-COL-YR-1  
  9: .BRANCH-1            25: HI-SCHL-TRAN         41: PREV-COL-2  
 10: .BRANCH-2            26: HEALTH-LIM           42: PREV-COL-GRAD-2  
 11: BIRTH-DATE           27: HNDCP-STAT           43: PREV-COL-TRAN-2  
 12: CITZ-STAT            28: LAST-YRQ-ATTND       44: PREV-COL-YR-2  
 13: CLVL-CR-EARN         29: LIM-ENGL-IND         45: REC-FEE-IND  
 14: CLVL-GPA             30: STU-CITY             46: REG-DEPOSIT-IND  
 15: CLVL-GPA-CR          31: STU-ST               47: RES-STAT  
 16: CUM-CR-EARN          32: STU-STREET           48: SEX  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 ENTER DATA FIELD SELECTION 1,3,5,7,8,11,12,30/33,14,16,20,21,22,28,27, 
 continuation line 23,24,25                                          ^ 
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Getting the City and State Out of the Employee Database  

Why doesn't the city and state always appear on my reports that I write a 
DataExpress procedure from the EMP database?  

The answer is that when entering employee biographic data, you can simply enter the Zip Code 
and the City and State are pulled in from the Zip Code Table. In this case, the City and State 
won't appear on your report. If you manually type in the City and State, they do appear on your 
report. To get the information to appear on your report for every employee, you must bring the 
City and State in from a couple of places. First from the EMP-ADDR-D data set, which you can 
link to from EMP-M and then also from the ZIP-TBL-M data set. They will be tied to a zip code 
that resides in the ZIP-TBL-M data set from the TBL2 database. That part is not too difficult. 
But...you end up with two city fields and two state fields. So, you must create a computed field 
to put all of the 'city' data in one field (or column). Do the same for 'state'.  

The following steps detail the creation of a report that extracts employee name, street address, 
city, state, and zip by employee status, type, and name. You may wish to add other fields like 
birth-date, etc.  

This example extracts permanent address, city and state.  

• From the DataExpress Main Menu, type 3 (Create). Press return.  
• On the Create a New Procedure screen, type 1 (Use HP Dictionary Definitions). Press 

return.  
• On the Use HP Dictionary Definitions screen, type 2 (Use HP IMAGE data base 

definitions). Press return.  
• On the Use HP IMAGE Data Base Definitions screen, type 2 (Select a specific IMAGE 

data base). Press return.  
• At the IMAGE data base name prompt, type EMP. Press return.  
• At the Enter Data Set Selection prompt, type 14,3 (for EMP-M and EMP-ADDR-D data 

sets). Press return.  
• At the Enter Data Field Selection prompt on page 1 of 4 of the EMP-M screen, type 1 

(for EMP-ID). Press return.  
• At the Enter Data Field Selection prompt on page 2 of 4 of the EMP-M screen, type 

20,24,25 (for EMP-NAME, EMP-STAT, EMP-TYP). Press return.  
• At the Enter Data Field Selection prompt on page 3 of 4 of the EMP-M screen, type 6,7,9 

(for PERM-ADDR-LN-1, PERM-ADDR-LN-2, PERM-ZIP). Press return.  
• To pass through page 4 of 4, press return.  
• At the Enter Data Field Selection prompt on the EMP-ADDR-D screen, type 8,10 (for 

PERM-ADDR-CITY, PERM-ADDR-ST). Press return.  
• At the Add Any More Fields or Files (N/y)?, type Y. Press return.  
• At the Select an Existing File prompt press return to bypass.  
• At the Select an Existing Definition File prompt, type 1 (for DICT.PUB). Press return.  
• At the Enter an Option Number prompt, type 2 (Use HP IMAGE data base definitions). 

Press return.  
• At the Enter an Option Number prompt, type 2 (Select a specific IMAGE data base). 

Press return.  
• At the IMAGE data base name prompt, type TBL2. Press return.  
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• At the Enter Data Set Selection prompt on the TBL2 screen, type 9 (ZIP-TBL-M). Press 
return.  

• At the Enter Data Field Selection prompt on the ZIP-TBL-M screen, type 5,7 (for CITY, 
ST). Press return.  

• At the Add Any More Fields or Files (N/y)? prompt, press return to accept the N default.  
• At the Edit Field Definitions (N/y)? prompt, press return to accept the N default.  
• At the Add Any Computational Fields (N/y)?, type Y. Press return.  
• To create a computation that 'fills-in' the CITY, follow these prompts:  

             NEW FIELD NAME   EMP-CITY 
   COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION   8 IF 8 (PERM-ADDR-CITY) 
             PERM-ADDR-CITY   NE " " 
COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION(2)   10 (CITY) 
               DATA TYPE(X) 
  FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (20) 

• To create a computation that 'fills-in' the STATE, follow these prompts:  

                 NEW FIELD NAME  EMP-STATE 
       COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION  9 IF 9  (PERM-ADDR-ST) 
                   PERM-ADDR-ST  NE " " 
    COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION(2)  11  (ST) 
                   DATA TYPE(X) 
       FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (2) 

• Press return at the NEW FIELD NAME prompt.  
• Press return through the next three prompts.  

You have some choices through the following prompts....Here is one possibility...making sure to 
select the new CITY and STATE fields:  

DataExpressCenter 
Define output specifications 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
 1: EMP-ID           6: PERM-ADDR-LN-2   11: ST 
 2: EMP-STAT         7: PERM-ZIP         12: EMP-CITY 
 3: EMP-TYP          8: PERM-ADDR-CITY   13: EMP-STATE 
 4: EMP-NAME         9: PERM-ADDR-ST 
 5: PERM-ADDR-LN-1  10: CITY 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
                    INCLUDE IN OUTPUT  4,5,6,12,13,7 
                              SORT BY  4 
                         SUMMARIZE BY 
        SUPPRESS DETAIL RECORDS (N/y)? 
                            SELECT BY  2,3,4 
ARE THE SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT (Y/n)?  Y 

• Link as follows:  

     Multi-file access order 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
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        1: EMP-M              3: ZIP-TBL-M 
        2: EMP-ADDR-D 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
     FILE ACCESS AND LINKAGE ORDER  1,2,1:3 

• Use EMP-ID in EMP-M to link to EMP-ADDR-D  
• Use PERM-ZIP in EMP-M to link to ZIP-TBL-M  
• Proceed through remaining prompts and save your report 

 

Adding Slashes and Dashes (/-) to Dates and ID Numbers  

When downloading the output from a DataExpress procedure that includes fields like Social 
Security Number, the "-" dashes disappear. It is true, edit masks (things like dashes "-" and 
slashes "/" do disappear when downloading data to your PC to be used in another application. 
The best way to handle this is to add them to the field as a hard character. You can either select 
child elements of the parent field and add them together with the "-" dashes (Example 1) OR 
you can separate the field into pieces and add the "-" dashes (Example 2). In the case of some 
dates (like J+ data types), it gets a bit more tricky (Example 3). While many of your PC 
applications have the ability to add these characters back in once you have downloaded, it is 
great to do this on the DataExpress end if you're going to be downloading the data on a regular 
basis. Then you make the change once and it's done forever!  

Example 1 - Adding "-" dashes to SSN for download - using child elements.  

• First, be sure to select the ID number child elements for your working set. See working 
set numbers 2,3,4 on screen print below.  

• Then, create a computational expression that adds each child element with a "-" 
between them.  

Example 2 - Adding "-" dashes to SSN for download - using parent field.  

• Make sure the field you wish to add the "-" dashes to (EMP-ID or social security number) 
is included in your working set.  

• Use brackets z[x:y] to pull out only a portion of the data in a field at one time. Z is the 
number assigned to the data field in the creation process. The x is your starting point, 
and the y represents how many characters you want to count including the starting point.  

Example 3 - Adding "/" slashes to J+ type dates for download.  

• First make sure the date field that you wish add the "/" slashes to is part of your 
working set. In this case BIRTH-DATE.  

• J+ fields are integer binary numeric types. Their display lengths and storage 
lengths differ. Therefore it is necessary to change the field type and map it in 
order to add the "/" characters. You must first change the field to a Z+ type, then 
an X type.  
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• Then, add the "/" slashes by following the Example 1 or 2 process. This example 
will detail the data type change and the addition of "/" slashes following the 
method used in Example 2.  

NOTE: Not all date fields are types J+. With most other data types, you will not need to 
convert the data type.  

NOTE: In Example 3, the date was not changed to a date subtype. Doing so would have 
effect the conversion to the other data types.  

Thanks to Kae Hamilton for her contribution to this topic.  

 

Reading the Run Time Odometer  

Did you know that DataExpress has a "Run Time Odometer"? You have probably noticed that 
each time a procedure begins to run and is extracting data, a counter begins to tick numbers. 
This is the run time odometer. Watching these numbers can frequently tell you whether or not 
your procedure is efficiently linked. Often, you can also determine the correctness of the output 
from this information.  

Below is a snapshot of a run time odometer, followed by a description of what the numbers 
mean:  

RUN procedure DXTEST 
265 RECORDS READ (254 ON PRIMARY FILE), 
        15 PREPARED, 20 WRITTEN 
LIST REPORT ON PRINTER (N/y)? [ ] 

• 265 RECORDS READ. This is the total number of records read by the procedure.  
• 254 ON PRIMARY FILE. 254 records were read from the primary file.  
• 15 PREPARED. 15 records were matches based on the selection criteria. NOTE: Of the 

15 records prepared, 11 were found on the second file. You can tell this by subtracting 
those records read on the primary file from those on the second file (265 - 254 = 11).  

• 20 WRITTEN. There are five summary lines. Because there were 15 records prepared 
and 20 written, you can conclude that five records are summarizations (20 written - 15 
details = 5 summary lines). NOTE: If the number of written records were less than the 
number prepared, the detail lines must have been suppressed when the procedure was 
written.  

 

Using Wildcards 

When using multiple operators (for example, NE, GT, LE) for selection criteria, you must 
separate with the word AND or OR if you use multiples.  
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Example: YRQ NE 94@ AND GT 98@  

This rule also applies if you have multiple criteria for which you wish to apply the same operator.  

Example: YRQ NE 94@ AND NE 98@  

A comma does not work in either scenario.  

 

Formatting Mailing Labels in ReportDesigner 

Did you know that you can format mailing labels in DataExpress's ReportDesigner? To format 
labels using DataExpress, first run the desired procedure that extracts names and addresses 
and display them on your screen. Use ReportDesigner to format the labels.  

In Global Edit mode, respond to the following prompts:  

1. Press F1 (Layout) - Select Multi-Line option.  
2. Press F6 (Images) - respond to the following prompts:  

o Number of Images (0) [ ] Type the number of repeating images that should 
appear across each page; for examle "3" for 3-up mailing labels.  

o Image Width (36) [ ] Standard labels are usually 36 characters wide. This is the 
width (in character spacing) you want for each image block or label; for example 
"30" characters is what I usually enter here.  

o First Image Column Pre-Space (0) [ ] Type in the number of spaces or characters 
to indent the first image of the print page; for example, "3" characters.  

o Column Fomat (No) [ ] Type "Y" (yes) if the name and address records are to be 
ordered down the page image; type "N" (no) if they are to be ordered across the 
page image.  

3. Press F7 (Escape).  
4. Press F3 (Suppress or Show).  
5. Press F1 (Suppress Titles).  
6. Press F8 to Exit Global Edit mode.  
7. Use Field Edit mode to align the individual fields of the name and address records:  
8. Press F2 (Align Field) - Select the corresponding field number that you wish to alter. 

Align Field changes the position of a field in relation to the field on its left or reduces the 
column width.  

9. Press F2 (Join) - This function key joins the last non-blank character of the field to its 
left, with one blank space separating them. Use this function to join first name and last 
name with one blank space separating them. You can also join city and state, and state 
and zip in the same manner.  

10. Press F1 (New Line) - This function will move a field to a new line. You may need to use 
this function to put lines between each name label. For example, if you highlight the 
name field and press F2 Align and F1 New Line, each address will separate by a line. 
You may need to insert two or three lines.  
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Because everyone uses different styles of labels and different printers, you'll have to play 
around with the spacing options. Try following along the prompts above and you'll get the hang 
of it!  

 

Parsing Field Names in Excel 

It is possible to parse (split) any single field into separate sections. For example, the STU-
NAME field can be split into three fields representing last name, first name, and middle initial.  

NOTE: To split the name field directly in DataExpress, an automated process and 
accompanying instructions are provided. To learn how to split strings in Excel, follow the 
directions below.  

1. Run your DataExpress file and download to Excel. I use output option 27 (Excel SYLK 
file format).  

2. Open the file in Excel.  
3. Highlight the entire NAME column.  
4. From the menu picks at the top of your screen, click DATA.  
5. From the drop-down menu under DATA, click Text to Columns.  
6. This will produce a "Text to Columns Wizard - Step 1 of 3" window.  

o Make sure the Delimited button is clicked on.  
o Press Next.  

7. You will now move to Step 2 of 3 window.  
o Check the TAB and SPACE delimiters on. All others off.  
o Check the "Treat consecutive delimiters as one" box on.  
o Leave the Text Qualifier: " (default).  
o Press Next.  

8. You will now move to Step 3 of 3 window.  
o In the Column data format box, click General.  
o Leave the Destination as is (default).  
o Press Finish.  

THAT WILL DO IT! Now you can do a mail merge in Word and specify the Excel document as 
your merge source. It works really great. Also....one thing that I like to do is change the name 
fields to proper format (First letter of each word caps/rest lower case) because it just looks nicer 
in a letter.  

 

Changing the Case on Strings  

Did you know that you can change the text case (upper/lower) of a string of data?  

This cannot be done directly in DataExpress. However....you can do this quite easily in 
Microsoft Excel. If you're downloading your data anyway for a mail merge, this will work great for 
you. I'll do my best here to walk you through the screen prompts using Excel 98.  
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To format the case to Upper first letter of each word following a space, Lower remaining letter, 
try this:  

• In Excel - once you have your name separated - go to a blank column.  
• Then...activate or click on the first cell in the blank column. If you have a header row, 

activate the second cell.  
• Now click the function button (the one that looks like  

an f *).  
• Under the function category, pick text.  
• Under the function name, pick proper.  
• Click OK.  
• This will take you to a window that requires you to enter a reference cell - the cell that 

you want to reformat (let's say last name for this example). If you need to move this 
window to physically see the cell, click, hold & drag it out of the way. Then just click on 
the first cell that contains a last name and it will enter the reference in the window.  

• You'll now see that the last name has been changed to Upper case first letter, lower 
case remaining letters.  

• Now copy and paste the formula down rest of the column to reformat the rest of the last 
names.  

• Copy the same formula to an empty cell to the right and it will copy the first names.  

This is all assuming your original data (after splitting the cell) looks like:  

LAST NAME  FIRST NAME  MID-NAME 

More information from Tara:  

I was doing this once every quarter to download our adjunct and moonlight faculty. I also used 
the file to do our contracts because the PPMS contract scheduling was becoming so 
cumbersome here. I don't remember precisely how to do this without it sitting in front of me, but 
I'll try to give you all the steps.  

1. Insert several blank columns next to the NAME column (column A).  
2. Put cursor in column B1. Use =PROPER(A1)  
3. Copy the formula down the B column to change everyone.  
4. Select the entire B column and copy it to the clipboard.  
5. Do a "Paste, special, values" to remove the formula  
6. Delete the A column. (B column is now A column)  
7. 5 Put cursor in B column (blank column)  
8. Use the function =Search(",",A1) to find the comma position  
9. Copy down the formula. The B column now has the position # of the comma  
10. Put cursor in the C column (blank column)  
11. Use =LEFT(A1,B1-1) to get the last name. Copy formula down the column  
12. Put cursor in D column (blank column)  
13. Use =LEN(A1) to find the length of text in Column A. copy down formula  
14. Put cursor in E column (blank column)  
15. Use function =RIGHT(A1,D1-B1-1) to get the first name without the comma or the space 

after it (that's the -1 in the formula). You should have 2 good columns, one with first, the 
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other with last name. Use the copy, paste special, values to get rid of the formulas. Then 
delete the extra columns.  

I hope this works for you. It sounds like a lot of effort but it goes really quick once you get the 
idea. If you have any trouble just give me a call. I'd be happy to walk through it with you. My 
number is 509-547-0511 ext 2203.  

 

Using String Operators (+,-,*) 

Did you know that DataExpress utilizes a variety of string operators that enable you to perform 
certain functions in computational expressions? A very common use for one of the string 
operators is to concatenate (or join) fields together - like NAME-LAST and NAME-FIRST and 
NAME-MID. Take a look at this example:  
 
Your Working Set - Using the + and * operators to create NAME field  
 
DataExpressCenter 
Define output specifications 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
1: NAME-LAST          2: NAME-FIRST          3: NAME-MID 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
  ADD ANY MORE FIELDS OR FILES (N/y)?  N 
        EDIT FIELD DEFINITIONS (N/y)?  N 
  ADD ANY COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)?  Y 
(To combine the fields to form one field containing the 
 full name....) 
                     NEW FIELD NAME  NAME 
           COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION  2 * " " + 3 * " " + 1 
                        DATA TYPE(X)  (press return to 
                                        accept default) 
           FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (36)  (press return to  
                                        accept default) 

In the above computation, the expression reads:  

Return the output of NAME-FIRST and suppress (*) any trailing blanks, followed by 
one blank space " ", plus (+) NAME-MID and suppress (*) any trailing blanks, followed 
by one blank space " ", plus (+) NAME-LAST.  

The output of your new NAME field will look like this:  

Report Listing 
     NAME 
----------------------------------- 
BRIDGET MCMURPHY 
NOEL J RODRIGUEZ 
SANDY L LANGE 
KATIE HOLMES 
RANDY PACE JR 
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Here's a list of the string operators and their meanings:  

+  concatenate with trailing blanks: "AR " + "X" will create a string "AR X" 
* 

 
concatenate suppressing trailing blanks: "JOHN " * " " + "DOE" will create a string 
"JOHN DOE" 

- 
 

remove all occurrences of a string: "ALPHABETICAL" - "A" will create a string 
"LPHBETICL" 

 

Cataloging DataExpress Procedures 

By following a set of standards, you can make cataloged DataExpress procedures easier to find.  

Here are some examples:  

Example 1  

• When naming a procedure, start the name of the procedure with the first two or three 
letters of the database that you're accessing (i.e., SM, CA, GL, ADM). Then, you can use 
a descriptive category like roster, trans, etc. So the name would look like SMROSTER 
(for student rosters), CATRANS (for cashiering transactions). If the procedure is part of a 
multi-pass procedure, attach a number at the end.  

• In the description of the procedure, include all selection criteria so that you can easily tell 
if the report will extract by the appropriate fields. If the procedure is a multi-pass, do 
something like this: pt 2 of CATRANS (KSAM TRANS2) followed by any selection 
criteria. Then, in any remaining room, describe the reports intent as much as possible.  

Example 2 

• Many colleges utilize a specific procedure numbering system. Generally, there is a 
keeper of the numbers. The numbers are logged in a spreadsheet somewhere. They are 
typically categorized to capture "types" of procedures. For example, all procedures in the 
category of student management would start with SM and be followed by a series of 
numbers (SM5001R - the “R” stands for report). CA might represent all procedures in the 
area of customer accounts.  

• While this is a tidy and organized method, the drawback is that someone must maintain 
and assign the numbers to be used. Also, the number provides little information as to the 
specific nature of the report.  

Example 3 

• Another method frequently seen is the use of the creators initials at the beginning of the 
procedure name. For example: KS-ROSTR. This will tell everyone that the procedure 
was created by someone whose first and last initials are KS respectively. This can be 
very helpful when searching for all reports created by you or by a specific individual. You 
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can do a procedure name search of KS@ in this case and return a list of all procedures 
created by Kelly Smith.  

• As with most methods, there can be problems with this naming convention too. One 
problem is that you may have multiple employees with the same first and last initials. 
Another problem is attrition. An employee may resign from the college and now several 
years down the road, you are left with multiple procedures with their initials attached to 
the name. A consideration with this method might be to enter the creator initials in the 
description of the procedure.  

Each college may define its own naming standards using any of the above methods or its own 
unique naming convention. The allowable name length is 10 characters. 

 

Sorting Output in Descending Order 

Here's a quick one! Did you know that you can tell DataExpress to sort your output file by a 
particular field in descending order? The default is to sort fields in ascending order, but you can 
sort the file by a field in descending order by entering the field number followed by a "D". This is 
particularly useful for currency or numeric fields but will work with any field. Example: To sort a 
report of class enrollments in descending order, your working set, output file, and sort might look 
like this:  

Define output specification 
1.      CLASS-ID              4.  YRQ 
2.      COURSE-TITLE          5.  ITM-NUM 
3.      ENR 
------------------------------------------------------ 
       INCLUDE IN OUPUT  4,5,1,2,3 
                SORT BY  4,5,3D 

 

Sorting on Fields Not Included in the Output File 

Remember that the fields that you sort by do not necessarily have to be included in the output 
file.  

 

Summarizing Data in a DataExpress Procedure 

Did you know that you can summarize information in your report? For example, you can count 
the number of students in a particular item number and show that count at the bottom of each 
class list. You can also produce a grand total at the bottom of your report. I’ll start with this 
simple scenario and then show a second, more complex example utilizing a variety of built-in 
functions to get averages, high and low values, and subtotals.  
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Example 1: Counting the Number of Students in Each Class 
 

1. Assume your working set (the fields you want on your report, the fields used for 
computations and fields you use for selection criteria) looks like this:  

1: CLASS-ITM-NUM 4: INSTR-NAME 7: SID  
2: COURSE-ID 5: YRQ  
3: COURSE-TITLE 6: STU-NAME  

2. Make sure that the ‘what you want to count’ (STU-NAME’s) and ‘what you want to count by’ 
(CLASS-ITM-NUM’s) are among the fields you select for output in your report.  

INCLUDE IN OUTPUT 5,1,2,3,4,6,7 

3. The ‘what you want to count by’ field (in this scenario CLASS-ITM-NUM) must be a sort 
field. Think about that…if you did not sort by ITM-NUM, you may have them in random 
order, in several places on your report - and where would the total or count appear? So, 
you have to choose the CLASS-ITM-NUM as a sort field so that all students registered in a 
particular item number get grouped together and create a control break. CONTROL 
BREAK: The point at which the value in a sort field changes.  

SORT BY 5,1 

4. In the Summarize By field, enter the menu number that corresponds to the ‘count by’ field 
(in this scenario 1 for CLASS-ITM-NUM).  

SUMMARIZE BY 1 

5. A prompt will now appear that asks you what you want to count for the selected summary 
field (STU-NAME in this scenario). Enter the menu number that corresponds with the field 
you are counting. Follow the menu number with a built-in function code of "C" meaning 
count. Other built-in function codes are discussed in the 2nd example below.  

ENTER SUMMARY FIELD SELECTION FOR: 
CLASS-ITM-NUM 6C  

You have just told DataExpress to count the number of students in each class that appears 
on your report. When you have finished responding to the remainder of the prompts in your 
report creation process, your output will look something like this: 

YRQ  ITEM COURSE-ID TITLE    INSTR NAME  NAME               SID 
______________________________________________________________________ 
9892 0002 ABESL002  LAB-II   FERGUSON P  HIGGINSON DARIN   555-55-9999 
          ABESL002  LAB-II   FERGUSON P  JONES ELIZABETH C 226-22-6666 
          ABESL002  LAB-II   FERGUSON P  SMITH RONALD C    181-18-1818 
          ABESL002  LAB-II   FERGUSON P  TOMEL PETE R      789-12-2356 
          ABESL002  LAB-II   FERGUSON P  CARMEL COTTON C   289-18-9089 
     <*>                                               5C 
     0003 ABESL003  LAB-III  FERGUSON P   PETERSON IKE R   987-65-4321 
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          ABESL003  LAB-III  FERGUSON P   FERGY JOHN J     123-45-6789 
          ABESL003  LAB-III  FERGUSON P   LINDEL KATHY E   554-44-5555 
     <*>                                               3C 

 

Example 2: Student Award Amounts by Award Code – Totals by Award Code 
 

1. Assume your working set looks like this  

Define output specifications 
______________________________________________ 
1: STD-ID-NO 4: AWD-AMT 
2: AWD-CDE 5: YR-SES 
3: AWD-STATUS 
______________________________________________ 

2. Include any summary fields in your output selection.  

INCLUDE IN OUTPUT 1,2,3,4,5 

3. Sort by fields you are going to summarize by (plus any other fields you wish to sort).  

SORT BY 2,1  

4. Enter the fields you are going to summarize by.  

SUMMARIZE BY 0,2,1 
(0 specifies a summary for the entire report) 

5. Enter the corresponding menu number for the fields you wish to summarize in each 
category chosen above.  

ENTER SUMMARY FIELD SELECTION FOR: 
report 1C, 4  
(1C counts the number of student ID’s on the entire report, 4 – with no built-in function – 
sub-totals all award amounts for the report) 
 
AWD-CDE 1C, 4A, 4L, 4H, 4  
(1C counts the number of students (ID’s) in each award code grouping, 4A returns the 
value of the average award amount by each award code, 4L returns the value of the 
lowest award amount by each award code, 4H returns the value of the highest award 
amount by each award code, 4 – with no built-in function – subtotals all award amounts 
for each award code). 

6. When you have finished responding to the remainder of the prompts in your report 
creation process, your output will look something like this:  
            AWD  AW              YR   
STD-ID-NO   CDE  ST   AWD-AMT   SES   
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604524132   01   2      384.00  9782  
                 2      383.00  9783  
                 2      383.00  9784  
  <*>                   1150.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
607038758   01   2      134.00  9782  
                 2      133.00  9783  
                 2      133.00  9784  
 <*>                    400.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
609076769   01   2      450.00  9783  
                 2      900.00  9784  
 <*>                   1350.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
611039337   01   2      350.00  9784  
 <*>                    350.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
611142011   01   2      900.00  9782  
                       2900.00  9783 
                        900.00  9784  
 <*>                   2700.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
        5C        <*>  1190.00A (average award amt in awd-cde) 
(count of students<*>   133.00L (lowest award amt in awd-cde) 
 in this awd-cde) <*>   900.00H (highest award amt in awd-cde) 
                  <*>  5950.00* (subtotal of all award amts in 
                                 this awd-cde) 
 
 614120914   02  2      900.00  9782  
                 2      900.00  9783  
                 2      900.00  9784  
 <*>                   2700.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
 614200471   02  2      900.00  9783  
                 2      675.00  9784  
 <*>                   1575.00* (subtotal by student) 
 
        2C       <*>2137.50A (average award amt in awd-cde) 
(count of student<*> 675.00L (lowest award amt in awd-cde) 
 in this awd-cde <*> 900.00H (highest award amt in awd-cde) 
                 <*>4275.00*(subtotal all awd amts in awd-cde) 
        7C         10225.00*(subtotal of award amts for report) 
(count of students 
 for entire report) 

 

  

 

What summary options are available? First, remember that you can summarize by a sorted 
field or by report (by using a 0). Here are your options for built-in summary functions: 

Summary Codes 

A Average 

* (or nothing 
specified) 

Sub-Total 
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C Count 

L Low (minimum) value 

H High (maximum) value 

E End (last) value 
 

If you have further questions or need clarification, please let me know!  

Thank you to Janelle Miner at Whatcom CC for suggesting this subject for the group. Send in 
your suggestions or questions. 

 

Running DataExpress in Batch Mode 

Did you know that there are two JOBS that you can schedule that allow you to run a 
DataExpress procedure in production or batch mode? Jobs are processes that can be run by 
entering a specific job number on the job scheduling screen and defining certain criteria or 
parameters. The processes will produce a report or actually perform functions. The processes 
can be scheduled to run in the evening while you are away from work and have something 
produced for you when you come in the next morning. 

Why would you want to utilize this type of JOB for DataExpress? These jobs are very handy for 
running reports that may take an excessive amount of time and cause a hardship on your 
processor. It is also great for freeing up your individual PC.  

The two JOBS that run DataExpress in batch or production are ZX2110J and ZX2111J. The 
ZX2110J job will produce a printed report listing of a DataExpress report. It will not support any 
other output formats (like KSAM files or Excel files, etc.). The ZX2111J produces an HP3000 file 
of the specified format (like Excel or dbase, etc.). There is specific documentation on each of 
these jobs in the Job Scheduling Index. 

Because there is documentation available on the web site, you’re probably wondering why I’m 
going into detail about these jobs. Well….they are a pretty constant source of job fails and 
support requests. So, I’d like to give some clarification and go into some of the pitfalls. 

1. When you are scheduling either of these jobs, you must enter the parameters EXACTLY 
as you do in DataExpress. Many people confuse the parameters as selection criteria 
only. They are actually the responses to all prompts when running a report. This includes 
things like the "Y" response to the "Is the report stored in the local catalog?" question and 
the "Y" response to "List file on local printer?", etc. If a single response is missed, out of 
order, or incorrect, the job will fail. The easiest way to get the parameters correct when 
running either job is to first access DataExpress and the procedure that you want to 
schedule and go the process of running (NOTE: You can abort prior to completion). As 
you go through the procedure, write down the responses to each and every prompt AND 
the selection criteria…..in the order that you respond. Then, list them in the same order in 
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the job parameters. HINT: The more embedded parameters, the better – you don’t have 
to list them on the job!! 

2. Any procedures that you wish to run using the ZX2110J or ZX2111J jobs must include 
passwords for any databases used in the procedure. There is a difference between 
PROCEDURE PASSWORDS and DATABASE PASSWORDS. Again, the database 
passwords must be included in the parameters (PARMS) for this job. If you assigned a 
procedure passwords when you saved your report, that should be included in the DX4-
PROC-PASS prompt of the job. 

3. When utilizing the ZX2111J, the job creates a file on the HP3000 for download once the 
job has completed. BEWARE – you must have the ZX2111D screen to actually do the 
download to your PC. This screen must be assigned by your IRC person. The download 
screen will first ask for the HP3000 filename to download and will then ask for the PC 
filename. One of the tricky problems that we hear about from time to time on this one is 
in defining the PC filename and path. The ZX2111D screen gives you the option of 
including file extensions … or not. The best advice is to include file extension when 
possible and always when using output option of an Excel SYLK file. The file extension is 
the 3 letter extension following the filename and a dot "."  It defines the file type. For a 
SYLK file, the extension is SLK. 

Again, the biggest hang-up and reason for job failure is getting the parameters out of order. 

Give these jobs a try sometime when you are going to run a DataExpress procedure. You can 
schedule them to run immediate and it’s a good way to get familiar with the process. 

 

Creating a Column in Your Report that Calculates Percentages/Ratios 

Did you know that you can create a column in a DataExpress report that will calculate the 
percentage or ratio of a value’s total (or subtotal if specified)? You can do this by creating a very 
simple computational field. Here’s how it’s done: 

Assume your working set looks like this and you want to calculate what percentage of the entire 
enrollment each class holds: 

--------------------------- 
1: CLASS-ID 3: ENR  
2: COURSE-TITLE 4: YRQ  

 

ADD ANY MORE FIELDS OR FILES (N/y)? 
EDIT FIELD DEFINITIONS (N/y)? 
ADD ANY COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)? Y  
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NEW FIELD NAME PERCENT 
COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION 3P 
DATA TYPE(J+) press return 
DECIMAL PLACES (0) 2 (decimal change optional) 
FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (2) press return 
OCCURRENCE COUNT (1) press return 

Your working set now looks like this: 

----------------------------------------------------- 
1: CLASS-ID 3: ENR 5: PERCENT  
2: COURSE-TITLE 4: YRQ 

Press return to accept the default response for the next three prompts listed below: 

ADD ANY MORE FIELDS OR FILES (N/y)?  
EDIT FIELD DEFINITIONS (N/y)?  
ADD ANY COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)?  

 

INCLUDE IN OUTPUT 4,1,2,3,5 
SORT BY 4,1,2 
SUMMARIZE BY 0 

ENTER SUMMARY FIELD SELECTION FOR: 
report (left blank intentionally) 
SUPPRESS DETAIL RECORDS (N/y)? Y  
WARNING: AUTOMATIC SUMMARIZATION WILL OCCUR ON ALL NUMERIC FIELDS 

SELECT BY 4 

ARE THE SPECIFICATIONS CORRECT (Y/n)? Y  

 

EDIT NAMES/LOCATIONS OF DATA BASES AND FILES (N/y)? N  

INCLUDE DATA BASE PASSWORD(S) IN PROCEDURE (N/y)? N  

 

Output file format options 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

1 Report Listing 11 Visicalc 21 SD ASCII file 
2 DataExp subfile 12 Multiplan 22 BINARY file (MPE) 
3 HPListKeeper 13 dBase PRN form 23 ASCII file (MPE) 
4 HPWord 14 R:Base 24 EBCDIC file (IBM) 
5 [Mail System] 15 WordPerfect 4.2 25 KSAM file 
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6 HPEasyChart 16 WordPerfect 5.0 26 KSAM SD file 
7 HPDraw 17[PwrHouse subfile] 27 ExcelSYLK format 
8 HP DSG 18 SPSS-X file 28 Lotus WK1 format 
9 Lotus PRNformat 19 DIF file 29 dBase DBF format 
10 Lotus WKSformat 20 SD BINARY file 30 [Graphics] 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Enter '0' to specify a special format 
Press <RETURN> key to allow run-time decision on format 

ENTER AN OPTION NUMBER 1 

RUN THE PROCEDURE (Y/n) Y 

PASSWORD for SM 

Here is a sample page of what your ouput might look like for this particular report: 

Report Listing  

YRQ CLASS-ID TITLE NR PERCENT 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
9892 0002-9892 LAB-II 4 1.72 
0003-9892 LAB-III 3 1.29 
0004-9892 LAB-IV 3 1.29 
0005-9892 NOT SO ANCE 3 1.29 
0006-9892 ESL LITERACY 3 1.29 
0007-9892 SAY IT ISN'T 4 1.72 
1000-9892 GEN PSYCH 2 .86 
1302-9892 IMPROVING READ 1 .43 
1320-9892 DEV ENGLISH 1 .43 
1324-9892 DEV ENGLISH 0 .00 
2050-9892 BUS LAW-I 26 11.16 

Tips to Remember  

• When asked for a computational expression, enter the field number for which the 
percentage or ratio is to be calculated (3 in this case), followed by "P" for Percent or "R" 
for Ratio.  

• No other field reference or literal may appear in the same computational expression as 
the "P" or "R" operator.  

• Include the computational field in the output line.  
• A computational field with a "P" or "R" reference cannot be used as a Sort or Selection 

field.  

For those of you who have used the PERCENT and RATIO operators before, how about 
sharing your ideas on different ways to apply them?! 
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Using Wild Cards in Selection Criteria 

Did you know that you can use Wild Cards in the selection criteria of your DataExpress report? 
Read on…. 

FIRST - For those of you who are just beginning to use DataExpress, selection criteria are the 
parameters you set to obtain the data you want. For example, if you want to look at all students 
in this summer quarter, YRQ is your selection criteria with "9891" as the parameter. If you want 
to do a report of all active employees, EMP-JOB-STAT is the selection criteria with an "A" as the 
parameter. So your selection criteria is WHAT you want to pull your data BY.  

There are some fun and tricky things you can do if you when specifying the parameters with 
which to extract your data. Try using Wild Cards! 

Here are some ways to use Wild Cards: This example uses LAST-NAME as the selection field. 

JOH@ returns all LAST-NAMES starting with JOH and ending in anything (Johansen, Johns, 
Johesseldorfinsky) 

@SON returns all LAST-NAMES starting with anything and ending in SON (Anson, Ferguson, 
Ison) 

@X@ returns all LAST-NAMES starting with anything, containing an X and ending with anything 
(Dixon, Exon, Axe) 

@E?R@ returns all LAST-NAMES starting with anything, containing an E followed by any one 
character, followed by anything (Shearson, Zondlefreid) 

S?I?TH returns all LAST-NAMES starting with S, followed by one character in position two, then 
I in the third position, followed by one character in position four, followed by TH in the fifth and 
sixth position (Smith, Stilth, Sairth) 

B@NG returns all LAST-NAMES starting with B, followed by anything and ending in GH (Bing, 
Botzong) 

@B@N@ returns all LAST-NAMES starting with anyting, followed by a B, followed by anything, 
followed by "N", and ending with anything (O’briant, Albertsons) 

JOHN???? returns all LAST-NAMES starting with JOHN followed by 4 characters (Johnston, 
Johntown, Johnraye) 

These are just a few examples. The @ (any characters) and ? (any one character) wild cards 
can be used with any field types (e.g. numeric, date) and in any order you wish. I often use them 
in a NAME search if the student I am looking for isn’t appearing because of an apparent 
misspelling. Another common use is for a range of YRQ’s. Instead of individually listing four 
different YRQ’s in a year, you can simply list 98@.  
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Have a great day and please send comments and suggestions and list any new topics you 
would like to see addressed. Also, I don’t want to leave anyone out, so let me know if there is a 
need for more basic rules of DataExpress or more complex issues. 

 

Built-in Functions 

Did you know that DataExpress has several "built-in" functions that will return system 
information? Here’s how they work! 

When creating or modifying a DataExpress procedure, respond "Y" at the ADD ANY 
COMPUTATIONAL FIELDS (N/y)? prompt. 

NEW FIELD NAME User defined field name  
COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION Function(see list option list below) 
DATA TYPE(xx) RETURN 
FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (x) RETURN 
OCCURRENCE COUNT (1) RETURN 

List of Functions and the Output Produced 

Function Returns 

$TODAY Returns the system date in the form of YYMMDD with a DY data type 
Example: 980720 

$DY[YYMMDD] Allows user to enter a date literal in the form YYMMDD or YYYYMMDD 
Example: $DY[960911] returns 960911 

$DM[MMDDYY] Allows user to enter a date literal in the form MMDDYY or MMDDYYYY 
Example: $DM[09111996] returns 09111996 

$DD[DDMMYY] Allows user to enter a date literal in the form DDMMYY or DDMMYYYY 
Example: $DD[110996] returns 110996 

$TIME Returns the current time in HHMM (12 hour format) 
Example: 1255PM 

$ITIME Returns the current time in HHMM (24 hour format) 
Example: 1255  

$WEEKDAY Returns the current day of the week as a # (1=Sunday…7=Saturday) 
Example: 2 

$DAYNAME Returns the current day of the week by name 
Example: MONDAY 

$MONTHNAME Returns the current month name 
Example: JULY 

$ACCOUNT Returns the logon account name 
Example: CEIPLUS 
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$USER Returns the logon user ID 
Example: KAS 

$GROUP Returns the logon group name 
Example: KAS 

$SESSION Returns the logon session ID 
Example: KELLY 

$YEAR Returns the system year 
Example: 98 

$MONTH Returns the system month 
Example: 07 

$DAY Returns the system day 
Example: 20 

$JDAY Returns the day of the year for the system date 
Example: 201 (201st day of the year) 

$CYEAR Returns the system year as a four digit "century" year 
Example: 1998 

Give some of these a try! And, YES!….they can be used in computational expressions. 

 

Alternate Names for Selection Criteria 

Did you know that you can change the way the text appears for your run time selection criteria 
in a DataExpress report? A good example to apply this to is any DATE field. Instead of being 
prompted (at RUN time) with something like STU-ENTR-DATE, you can change this to read 
Student Entrance Date (YYMMDD). This can be a big help to those running the reports by 
clarifying the cryptic field name and supplying the necessary format of the data needed. Here’s 
how you do it!  

This process assumes that you are creating a DataExpress report.  

You have added selection criteria (non-embedded). You have reached the step in the creation 
process (just after linking – or if no linking was required, just after specifying selection criteria) 
where the question ALTERNATE NAMES FOR SELECTION FIELDS (N/y)? is asked. Respond 
to this prompt with a Y. For each field specified as a selection field, you can enter a custom 
message that will be displayed when prompting for selection criteria at run time. 

 

Here’s an example: 

DataExpressCenter  
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ALTERNATE NAMES FOR SELECTION FIELDS 
---------------------------------------------------- 
ALTERNATE NAMES FOR SELECTION FIELDS (N/y)? Y  

STU-ENTR-DATE Student Entrance Date (YYMMDD)  
---------------------------------------------------- 

Now when you run your report, the selection criteria will look like this: 

DataExpressCenter  

RUN procedure TESTPROC 
--------------------------------------------------- 

ENTER SELECTION VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING DATA FIELDS: 

Student Entrance Date (YYMMDD)___________________  

Can you make these changes to an existing report? YES! 

To do this, select MAINTAIN and existing procedure. Then selection menu option MODIFY 
procedure definitions. Enter the name of the report you wish to change. At the next menu, 
choose EDIT names and attributes. Then select FIELD names and definitions. You will now see 
a choice menu of all fields contained in your report. Enter the corresponding number of the 
selection criteria field that you wish to change the text on. Return through all prompts until you 
are prompted with FIELD ENTRY PROMPT ____________________. Enter the custom 
message that you would like to appear in place of the default field name (at run time). 

The custom message can be anything you would like it to be (within the space limitation) and 
can apply to any selection criteria field. The purpose of this feature is to simplify and clarify the 
selection criteria. So…providing format information (like YYMMDD) is often very helpful. You 
can also place hints here or ‘decode’ some of the cryptic element names. 

NOTE: If you wish to leave the standard field name as is, simply press return at the FIELD 
ENTRY PROMPT. 

GIVE IT A WHIRL! SEND FEEDBACK! 

 

Download to Excel Using the SYLK Option  

Once you have created a DataExpress report, you have several output options. You get to 
select where you will see or send your data. You can choose to view it on your screen, print it 
directly to your local or system printer, or download it to various other applications like Word, 
Excel, Access, Lotus123, and so on.  
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When you reach the OUTPUT FILE FORMAT OPTIONS screen (during your DataExpress 
creation process), you can simply leave the selection field blank and press Return. By doing 
this, you will be prompted back to the OUTPUT FILE FORMAT OPTIONS screen each time you 
run your report. This is beneficial if you want to choose a different output option every time you 
run a report. It is helpful to use this option so that you can first view the output on your screen as 
a preliminary check and then change the output to download without rerunning the procedure. 
Or… you may want to download your data to Excel the first time and download it to Access the 
next! 

Did you know that you can download the output of a DataExpress report to Excel by selecting 
option 27 (Excel SYLK format) on the OUTPUT FILE FORMAT OPTIONS SCREEN? 

 
******************************************************************** 
 DataExpressCenter 
 Output file format options 
 -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 1: Report Listing      11: Visicalc             21: SD ASCII file  
 2: DataExpress subfile 12: Multiplan            22: BINARY file (MPE)  
 3: HPListKeeper        13: dBase PRN format     23: ASCII file (MPE)  
 4: HPWord              14: R:Base               24: EBCDIC file (IBM)  
 5: [Mail System]       15: WordPerfect 4.2      25: KSAM file  
 6: HPEasyChart         16: WordPerfect 5.0      26: KSAM SD file  
 7: HPDraw              17: [PowerHouse subfile] 27: Excel SYLK format  
 8: HP DSG              18: SPSS-X file          28: Lotus WK1 format  
 9: Lotus PRN format    19: DIF file             29: dBase DBF format  
10: Lotus WKS format    20: SD BINARY file       30: [Graphics]  
 -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Enter '0' to specify a special format [ ]= not installed/available 
 Press <RETURN> key to allow run-time decision on format 
 ENTER AN OPTION NUMBER 27         

Once the procedure runs and the data has been extracted, you will be prompted 
Download/save/append (D/s/a)?. Press Return to accept the DOWNLOAD default. At the PC 
File Name prompt, type a file name (for example, acctrec) and location (this can be either to 
your hard drive, for example, c:\temp\acctrec or a disk, for example, a:\temp\acctrec) where 
you would like the data file downloaded. Press the Return key to start the download process. 
When the download process has finished, the message "Download Completed" is displayed.  

Now open Excel. In Excel, click File, then Open. You will be taken to the Open dialogue box. 
Change the file type to SYLK or ALL. In the LOOK IN box, locate the downloaded file. Open the 
file.  

Note: SYLK (Symbolic Link) files do not retain chart data, formatting, macros, and other 
features available in Excel workbook files. So, if you modify your downloaded report, do a SAVE 
AS and in the SAVE AS dialog box, change the SAVE AS TYPE field to Microsoft Excel 
Workbook (*.xls).  

You can also download the output of a DataExpress report to Excel by selecting option 28 
(Lotus WK1 format) on the Output File Format Options menu. For information on this option, see 
the FAQ's on the Database Home Page. 

http://www.sbctc.edu/resources/documents/colleges-staff/it-support/db-reporting/files10-02.pdf
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Fun Features of Selection Criteria  

Did you know that you can limit or define your output file by doing some fun things with 
selection criteria when creating (or modifying) your DataExpress report? Here are some 
examples:  

1. If you enter a "P" after a field number, you will be prompted now, in the creation or 
modification process, for the selection values for that field. This embeds the selection 
criteria so that you will not be asked for values at run time. (NOTE: To ‘undo’, modify the 
procedure and re-enter field number without the "P"). 

2. Enter the same field number twice (once with a "P" and once without) to first pre-specify a 
certain range of values, and at run time further limit those pre-selected values. At run time, 
the values that you enter must be a subset within the pre-specified values. In the example 
below, the pre-selected CLASS-ITM-NUM range is 3000 to 3999. At run time, you can 
further limit with that range (e.g. 3500 to 3700). If you select outside of the pre-selected 
range at run time, no records will be selected. 

3. In the SELECT BY prompt the comma (,) represents an AND command; the colon (:) 
represents an OR command. In the example shown below, the SELECT BY information 
says: Select records if YRQ=criteria specified at run time AND ADMIN-UNIT=6C OR 
CLASS-ITM-NUM=3000 to 3999 OR CLASS-ITM-NUM=subset of 3000 to 3999 to be 
specified at run time. 

DataExpress Center 
Define output specifications 

 
1. ADMIN-UNIT         4. CR             7. YRQ 
2. CLASS-TIM-NUM      5. END-DATE  
3. COURSE-TITLE       6. STRT-DATE 

 
       INCLUDE IN OUTPUT 7,1,2,3,4,5,6 
               SORT BY 7,1,2 
          SUMMARIZE BY (no summary) 
SUPPRESS DETAIL REOCRDS (N/y)? (accept default) 
               SELECT BY 7,1P:2P,2 
ENTER SELECTION VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING DATA FIELDS 
              ADMIN-UNIT 6C 
       and CLASS-ITM-NUM 3000 TO 3999 

 

Give it a try! Send your feedback...and TIPS!! 
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